
 

Position:  Medical Laboratory Technologist                                                   Site: General 

Unit/Department:           Core Laboratory 
Reports To:  Pathology and Core Lab, Manager 

Hours:  1.0 FTE, Nights, 8 hour shifts 

Status:  Full Time Regular 
Rate of Pay:  $36.5428 - $44.0273 

 

Medical Laboratory Technologist, Core Laboratory: 

Your goal in this position is to perform laboratory tests and procedures in accordance with departmental and 
divisional policies.  You will perform laboratory procedures with accuracy and precision.  You will perform preventive 

maintenance of equipment.  You have the ability to recognize problems and take appropriate action.  You are 
computer proficient, have superior communication and interpersonal skills, effortlessly connecting with physicians, 

staff, patients, and families, and display a high degree of professionalism.  You demonstrate strong problem-solving 
skills and the ability to work under pressure and maintain high level of productivity and competence.  You will provide 

excellent patient and family-driven care in a supportive and culturally sensitive manner.  This position supports the 

hospital’s academic mandate by advancing care through teaching and learning and/or transforming care through 
research and innovation. This position contributes to the shared responsibility of ensuring health and safety policies 

are followed to provide for a healthy environment for patients, staff, physicians, volunteers and families. 
 

On a practical level, you will: 

 Perform routine and specialized lab procedures 

 Participate in quality control and quality improvement programs 

 Identify problems and take appropriate corrective action 

 Use LIS to record and report information 
 

Working at NYGH means working with a dynamic team of fellow healthcare providers, staff, and volunteers in 
one of Canada’s leading hospitals. This is a Full Time position, 75 hours bi-weekly, with 8 hour shifts, 

night shifts in the Core Laboratory. We offer a highly competitive total compensation package that includes 
benefits, pension, and vacation. If you were searching for more reasons to consider joining the wonderful team at 

NYGH, check out some features of our Total Rewards package by visiting nygh.on.ca 
 

 

Qualifications: 

 Current CMLTO registration for Transfusion Medicine, Hematology, Biochemistry and Microbiology 
 CSMLS certified/registered 

 Experience in Core Laboratory an asset 

 Bilingualism in French/English an asset  

 
How to Apply: 

Think you’re the right person for the job?  Here’s your first chance to show us why: 

 Please visit and submit your application at www.nygh.on.ca/careers  
 Ensure your contact information and the title of the position to which you are applying is accurate 

 Ensure to meet the deadline 
 We will review all completed applications and will contact those selected for an interview 

 
We are committed to fostering an inclusive and accessible environment.  We are dedicated to building a workforce 

that reflects the diversity of the community in which we live, including those with disabilities, and are committed to 
providing accommodations in all parts of the hiring process.  If you require an accommodation, we will work with you 

to meet your needs.  
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